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even after the defeat of Leipzig, Peace negotiations had
already been begun without result when, in March, 1814,
Paris was occupied by the allies. Napoleon abdicated and
retired to Elba. On March i, 1815, he returned, took full
advantage of the disunion of the allies and of the resentment
in France at their conduct and proposals, gathered a large
army, and planned an offensive campaign. The Hundred Days The Hun
of Napoleon's sojourn in France forced the allies temporarily and
to abandon their differences: Napoleon was defeated at
Waterloo in June, 1815, and the final peace was completed.
This was considerably more severe to France than the first
Peace of Paris had been, for the return of Napoleon had
seriously alarmed the allies.
England's share in the overthrow of Napoleon was
prodigious. After Pitt's death, Fox came into power with
Grenviile In the Ministry of'All the Talents, but he died
in the next year, 1807. The attempt of the Ministry to
introduce Catholic Emancipation met the fierce opposition of
the King and his insistence that they should pledge them-
selves never again to broach the subject: the refusal to give
such a pledge was the cause of the fall of the Administration.
Then followed the Administration of Portland, which was
overthrown by the quarrel of Canning and Castlereagh in
1809, the Ministry of Perceval which ended with the murder
of the leader, and then that of Liverpool which lasted from
1812 until 1827. The deaths of Pitt and Fox were blessings
in disguise: the old policy of colonial warfare, supported by
isolated raids upon the Continent, the subsidising of weak
European coalitions and the abstention from concentrated
continental campaigns, continued for a time, but by 1809
a better policy had been adopted.
England had begun to organise her military forces and Her war
to interfere decisively in Europe.   The Spanish rising, in   ° cy"
addition to being a turning-point in the history of Europe,
effected a great change in English policy: " Half-hearted and
scurried picnics on the rim of the strategic theatre/*1 de-
sultory raids and isolated attacks were replaced by a con-
centrated, direct attack upon the enemy.   The appointment
1 Grant-Robertson, England under the Hanoverians, p. 413,

